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AWARD CITATION 
1. Surname, name and middle name ZUBOV PAVEL NIKOLAEVICH
2. Rank Lt. Colonel
3. Position and unit Commander of 414 rifle regiment,  

18 rifle “Mga”Red Banner division.
is recommended for order “SUVOROV III CLASS”

4. Birth year 1907
5. Nationality Russian
6. Party membership VKP(b) member 
7. Participation in the civil war and 

later in defence of USSR, in 
Patriotic war

In Patriotic since 25.09.1941

8. Wounds and contusions Wounded 23.02.1943
9. In Red Army service since 1929
10. Drafted by which induction station Pugachev district military commissariat, Saratov region.
11. Previous awards Order “Red Banner” decree 16.02.1944 for liberation of 

the town Mga from he German invaders; medal “For 
Leningrad defence” 06.1943.

12. Awardee’s and his family 
permanent home address

intentionally obscured 

I. Brief and specific description of the personal feat or merits

 Comrade ZUBOV exhibited exceptional steadfastness and persistence in 
achieving his combat objectives during the division combat operations for 
breaking through Finnish strongly fortified and deep defence line since 
20.06.1944, in the forced crossing of a body of water - the river Svir, and in the 
subsequent enemy pursuit operations.  
 Advancing on the spearhead of the division, comrade ZUBOV's regiment was 
the first to reach and force cross the river Svir, which enabled orderly and rapid 
river crossing by the rest of the main force.  
 Pursuing the retreating enemy, literally stepping on their hills, he imposed 
fighting upon the enemy forces and thus denied them opportunity to organise 
coherent defence on the intermediate positions.  
 On 26.06.1944, the enemy manned previously prepared defensive line near 
Megrozero lake. This was a large defensive stronghold surrounded by several rows 
of barbed obstacles, provided with trenches and fortified firing positions.  
 Comrade ZUBOV’s regiment, supported by the artillery, swiftly attacked the 
enemy and inflicted significant losses upon him, forcing the enemy to retreat. By 
the offensive stance on 27.06.1944, comrade ZUBOV forced the enemy troops to 
abandon their advantageous positions near the settlement Gora and the regiment 
later reached and cut over the main road Olonets-Petrozavodsk. 
 The enemy, trying to regain the lost ground, attempted 5 counter-attacks, 
which all were repelled with significant losses to the enemy. Only as killed, the 
enemy sustained up to 150 casualties. A certain amount of military trophies was 
captured.  
 Acting on the spearhead of the main force, comrade ZUBOV’s regiment 
acted energetically and heroically, thus enabling the whole division in 
accomplishing its combat mission in proper time. He deserves state award - order 
“SUVOROV III CLASS”. 

Commander of 18 rifle “Mga” Red Banner division 
29 June 1944   Major General  signature  /ABSALYAMOV/
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II. Conclusion of the superiors

He deserves order “SUVOROV III CLASS”

Commander of 99 rifle corps 
Major General signature /MIKULSKY/

02 July 1944

III. Conclusion of Army Military Council

He deserves order “SUVOROV III CLASS”

Commander of 7 Army 
 Lt. General  signature  

/KRUTIKOV/

Military council member of 7 Army 
 Mj. General    signature  /A. USE???/ 

Colonel    signature  /SAVKIN/

05 June 1944

IV. Conclusion of the Front Military Council

V. Conclusion of the award commission

VI. Award record 
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